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Dear Kristy,

Congress Passes Energy Efficiency
Improvement Act of 2015
The Basics of Green Building
Certification

The government is taking action to improve the
nation's sustainability by passing the Energy
Efficiency Improvement Act of 2015, which is
detailed in the informational article below. How
does your facility measure up? With June 21st
marking the first official day of summer and the
heavy cooling season, now is the time to start
making a positive difference in your company's
energy efficiency.

The Environmental Protection
Agency found that buildings that
were benchmarked consistently
reduced energy use by an average
of 2.4 percent per year, for a total
savings of 7 percent. And,
buildings that started out as poor
performers saved even more.

U.S. Energy Demand
Slows

View a larger version of this
image, here.
The Annual Energy Outlook 2015
shows that domestic energy
consumption is expected to grow
at a modest 0.3% per year
through 2040, less than half the
rate of population growth, while
increases in energy consumption
are mostly related to economic
activity in the industrial and

Call Air Temp Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc. today
to give your HVAC system a summer tune‐up and
learn how to improve your equipment's
performance as well as energy efficiency.

U.S. Congress Passes Energy Efficiency
Improvement Act of 2015
Congress recently passed the Energy Efficiency
Improvement Act of 2015 with bipartisan support.
The bill is designed to provide incentives to reducing
energy use in commercial buildings, manufacturing
plants and homes as well as improve the energy
efficiency of Federal buildings.
Among the most notable of the bill's initiatives is
Title III, Energy Information for Commercial
Buildings, which will require benchmarking and
public disclosure of energy usage for buildings
without ENERGY STAR labels. The bill also outlines a
voluntary program called Tenant Star, which is
modeled on ENERGY STAR and administrated by the
EPA and DOE. Tenant Star is designed to promote
energy efficiency in separate spaces leased by
tenants or otherwise occupied within commercial
buildings.

The Basics of Green Building

commercial sectors.

Certification

Source: EPA.gov

When even Congress
can agree that energy
efficiency is a major
priority for the nation's
future, it's time to take
notice. But do you
know the steps to
properly benchmark your building? Let's get back to
the B.A.S.I.C.s (Benchmark, Assessment, Strategy,
Implementation, Certification) to put you on the
correct path to becoming an energy star.

QUESTION: What are the benefits
of HVAC zoning?
ANSWER: Would you go into your
office building and turn on every
light? If not, then why are you
paying to heat or cool your entire
facility? VRF and other split
systems can create zones of
climate controlled areas to save
energy while providing a high
degree of comfort. Zones or
rooms can be designed to exact
needs, taking into account
occupancy, solar heat gain, and,
in the case of VRF systems,
diversity of usage.
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Benchmark ‐ How much are you currently spending
on electricity, gas and water? Gather up your bills to
chart your spending on a monthly and yearly basis.
Assessment ‐ Use your benchmark information to
pinpoint the weak spots in your facility's energy use.
High energy consumers like HVAC systems and
lighting are good places to start making a difference.
Strategy ‐ Prioritize your needs to create a strategy
of energy efficiency improvements that your budget
can handle and don't forget that savings on energy
consumption can be added to that budget.
Implementation ‐ This is the time when you make it
happen! Implement your strategy and be sure to
keep track of your energy usage and spending along
the way.
Certification ‐ Now that you did all the work, it's
time to receive your reward. The certification
process can be complicated, so it can be helpful to
ask your mechanical contractor for help with this
step as well.
Call Air Temp Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc. today
to help you get started!
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